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E-Newsletter June 2016

Dear Friends,

As the early days of summer make way for more intense heat, and
as some of the novelty of being out of school wears off for kids and
they find themselves in search of boredom relief...now is a good time
to continue to reinforce structure in maintaining an educational
environment for them. This doesn't mean no fun and play. In fact,
finding activities that are stimulating, without being overstimulating,
can be the key to keeping the spark for learning alive. Take a look
at some activities that can be found online at the Sesame Street and
Autism Initiative, to the right. Just above that, you'll see links to
articles that address self-care for parents--even if you're not on
vacation, there are things parents can do to escape the stress of
everyday life. And finally, find some tips below for when your child
melts down in the heat of the moment this summer.

New Pricing
Please be advised that our new pricing is now in
effect. A price list can be found here:
http://www.shoeboxtasks.com/philosophy/news
 

Tips for Calming Your Child During a Meltdown

With the heat of summer and more disruptions in daily routines now that
school is out, meltdowns may become a more frequent occurrence. This
article from HealthCentral.com offers some helpful tips for calming children
with autism:

Children with autism are frequently overstimulated by lights, sounds and
touch. They may become frustrated and overwhelmed when routines
change. They may want to eat only certain foods and become agitated
when that food isn't available. As any parent of a child with ASD will tell
you, there are many different situations that could cause meltdowns,
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Sesame Street and Autism
Initiative

Find some fun learning
activities aimed at children
aged 2 to 5 on the spectrum
online. 

From
http://autism.sesamestreet.org:
In the U.S., 1 in 68 children is
diagnosed with autism
spectrum disorder (ASD). In
fact, almost every school and
university in the country has
students with autism. While
the diagnosis is common,
public understanding of
autism is not. The lack of
understanding around the
condition contributes to
discrimination, verbal abuse,
even physical violence. A
recent study reveals that
children with autism are five
times more likely to be bullied
than their peers--treatment no
child should endure. While the
differences between people
with autism and their peers
may seem significant,
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RKBWxaPYWz1yPKd_B5_c678ozrNKyW2YZVas0rAFmA09Lw6PBAlQg_X2L37yN4xAC6vhQCqZkVWEadh_gE265AKsqft3FjrRG0bNpx58zHUlTvBKMmrnTrgsq342mstrgvQtOgeGjQG7D0f3wQFXjq3gPiAQ3B4Ys5UM0oHl-_4EFEh6Bg4T7A==&c=&ch=


agitation or frustration. Calming a child with autism sometimes seems just
part of the daily routine.

The following are strategies to help you calm your child:

Take steps to change the environment instead of trying to change
your child. Often, there is something in the environment causing a
problem, many times because of overstimulation or hypersensitivities. If
your child is sensitive to fluorescent lights, for example, try changing to
different lighting rather than trying to make your child adapt to the lighting.
If you can't change the environment, consider alternatives, such as
wearing earplugs in noisy places or wearing sunglasses when in the mall.

Keep directions simple and short. You may be tempted to try to "talk"
your child through the outburst, meltdown or frustration but if
overstimulation caused the frustration, continuing to talk will only increase
the stimulation. Instead, give short directions or use visual directions and
then create a quiet environment, with no talking, to better help your child
relax.

Be clear with what your child needs to do. You can give visual
instructions or the short direction as stated above, but make sure your
direction clearly states what behavior is appropriate and what your child
should do.

Use a diversion. Diversions can be listening to music, playing with a
toy or watching a favorite video. Often, having your child focus on
something other than the upsetting situation can help him calm down.
Once that happens, you can talk about what caused the outburst.

Focus on what is going on behind the meltdown. You know your
child better than anyone else. You know what triggers outbursts and
meltdowns. Think about what is in the environment and what may have
caused the behavior and then address that first. Pay attention and write
down what is going on each time your child has a meltdown so you can
better understand what is going on and address the issue before it
becomes a major battle.

Modify expectations when necessary. If meltdowns occur each night
at dinner, think about whether you are expecting too much of your child.
Do you insist that everyone stay at the table until everyone has finished
eating? Do you expect everyone to eat everything on their plate? Adjust
your expectations to your individual child rather than having general
expectations that don't fit your child's unique traits.

Balance sensory stimulation. While some children with ASD become
easily overstimulated, your child may crave sensory input. Find a
balance that works for your child. If sensory input is needed, wrap him up
in a blanket, give him a hug or find play items that have different textures
for him to manipulate.

children share something far
more important: unique
qualities and talents that make
the world an interesting place.

That's why Sesame
Workshop created Sesame
Street and Autism: See
Amazing in All Children, a
nationwide initiative aimed at
communities with children
ages 2 to 5. Developed with
input from parents, people
who serve the autism
community, and people with
autism, See Amazing in All
Children offers families ways
to overcome common
challenges and simplify
everyday activities. At the
same time, the project fosters
an affirming narrative around
autism for all families and
kids.
 
Temple Grandin's 
Teaching Tips

A great list of teaching tips
can be found here, with this
introduction:

Good teachers helped me to
achieve success. I was able
to overcome autism because I
had good teachers. At age 2
1/2 I was placed in a
structured nursery school with
experienced teachers. From
an early age I was taught to
have good manners and to
behave at the dinner table.
Children with autism need to
have a structured day, and
teachers who know how to be
firm but gentle. 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RKBWxaPYWz1yPKd_B5_c678ozrNKyW2YZVas0rAFmA09Lw6PBAlQg_X2L37yN4xAXZzFUZ87HQMP0Ag7kAOE5P7vNkOkRmgErDTD4-kd8sYFpBanVttZc4iYeQrVPjGZxqjtQvALSWgW66mJsSIOq9ZGV4YPCLvgKfiGKSf23mDQYZvh66cffOLK39w85Ol8C5hQZbYIgrc=&c=&ch=
https://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/email.jsp?m=1101916277173


Find ways to connect with your child. It can be hard to feel that you
emotionally connect with your child. Pay attention to their non-verbal
communication, such as sounds or facial gestures when they want to eat,
are tired or are trying to communicate their needs. Play with your child.
Pay attention to what makes your child laugh or smile. Ask about their
interests and sit on the floor to play together, even if that means rolling a
car back and forth. Set aside time to spend time, do things together your
child enjoys, and have fun together. This will help you better understand
and connect at times when your child is feeling frustrated.

Don't expect your child to explain what is wrong until the
meltdown is over. Don't keep asking what is wrong or get frustrated
because he can't tell you. Your child may have limited communication
skills or have a hard time expressing his needs during "good" times;
during times of frustration this will be even more difficult. Focus on helping
your child calm down and talk about what happened later.

Stay calm yourself. It is easy to become frustrated and upset,
especially if the outburst or meltdown is occurring in public, but if your
child is overstimulated, your high emotional state will only increase this.
Stay calm, remove your child from the environment, if needed, state your
expectations and then wait it out.

May your long days be rich with continued learning.

Sincerely, 
All of us at Centering on Children  

Save
10%

Parents, families, and educators paying out-of-pocket always save 10% on
ShoeboxTasks purchases  (excluding replacement parts).  
Email us at information@shoeboxtasks.com for the coupon code.


